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not this

plane repres word daj works
absolut translatinx avar
avatar avarice authora ista
greed is the is no node
so waat ba horrifying there
accepta rev revtl demolish
dee opp deoppose to l too
l too the never sustained
four-batch verb of the O
pasta lemming corn loot
which twitch eleven leeks
a nose grit conical subsequ
which ubiquitou toes which
high fires on the pig a plow
hiera e hi hiera transl
crud crude meat ranger meet
meat razor revolving the
unsaid unraveling the same

01.01.2013

not that

wagr arreflec examp



ucauses potential
property dismissing
them as private
immediacies behind
which there is no

01.01.2013

not this

the drim aux (w) th.
we misp inheo uthat.

01.01.2013

not that

xxxxxx

algae port the distill

paraphrase serial comb condominium
cilantro nose fried iron lost potatoes!
aloe memos declare quesadilla

pagan lost and nose pagan
lost and nose
aloe memos parse the parmesan
hypothesis non fingers
total secedes combs if partisan

a horse upon all rarity
oil of dandruff quests antipoem



(homeophonic manglation of Nicanor Parra)

01.01.2013

not this

plywood riotous conceptooth
spray foamwits
tecnosandwiches yesterday.

beyond the liminal transcendence
boat amalgamation
of free wires and beer,

conjures the primitive nostalgia
for pieces of unearthed
carbon record player molecules.

goat-lightning on a pyramid.
moss on coal, monologue
at the pig-zoo,

intelligent vertiginous pathways
are compositionally
afoot.

01.01.2013

not that

t collo easier motiva



eat he write continuous

developmeis is the root
poen b of respon

between the street and
the stream the pervasive

intimout

01.01.2013

not this

quotidian furnitures
only the what
levers dizzy stomach

error were accrue
to the pea formula
at the corner

of the bear

01.01.2013

not that

experience is
expressive
huddled responses
by the diff



x
x
x
x
x
affetto pryl thab
their bare noses
overripe

01.01.2013

not this

the shadows between
prosaic demons
contain
unconscious cafes

01.01.2013

not that

emotionals partisan
about the mixture
when

01.01.2013

not this

oppot the oppotacc



culled-off
from the meaningfume
their chimerical failures
their moralist ironies
conditional sits
unpleasu
protozoa the protagonist
background radiation
buzzards in the ear
escape is round
and coastal
barely a bottle of jokes

01.01.2013

not that

speak manipu appa an are?
suit into the street,
precarious batterns.
unanticice camera relish.

01.01.2013

not this

naturally th noneth
typical particulan
the enters
in relat
shap

01.01.2013



not that

flowers
are the psychology
of the skin
without bricks

01.01.2013

not this

in a matterr of sails
the pronoun to the
pronoun

01.01.2013

not that

a suite of groceries
turns the pages
is how the world is
how it is

01.01.2013

not this



practical magic explicitly
abandonded quantities
of erotic authority

the threshhold of the (  )

01.01.2013

not that

tasp is nopb

ewpcq pltt

dthee ltty

adnf ftetc

prisci eedka

01.01.2013

not this

photia jun formfarm incorp
it sh shin shine shines
like eggs in Minnesota,
his convex corn propulsion
x
x



x
x
x
because movies project
traces of moralities
on phone memes horde
of mutagenes, language
concussion verb-raiment

a shroud of emigrant data

01.02.2013

not that

lawless etymological cash-cow
howls wanderlust melancholic
resurfacing

nonviolence
inertia

as a dancer
without a diving-propeller

dece at mira
ldlo reprevent

courtyard of the soysame sauce

01.02.2013



not this

segue, dubious and keen:
foldal dejer

engrosses divisible static
microspectacular medicine:

immune statements alienating
stereoscopic sympathies:

deep-fryer homogenous
fetish: ammonia monolith.

self-paith/anxoth: dothrough
tecs experiential lohemsious

chaof: culf:
fuckeduppity submerges unstable

:transhedonic windup
perversity: history does not

repeat itself: it rhymes:
the same is also true of most

other sorts of thieves:

01.02.2013

not that

paddle up from fire
nighthatchipmunkstirrup
liverbugsslivereagles
roofmood doves preening copperhead



waddlewattlerattlersradishfetish

hues suit push aspirin zipper

affix winks thoughtful bog

theyeyeslinkssinkercutflashbulb

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

surrounded by
octopusbreathglut stockbroker

amputation daydreaming
brink stallion abdominal
contamination violation vouchers

wishbone rhetorical qipi ayet
poex musiclk flowering flows
bulk of no umbrella

beat into scatters reinveins
rivers dynamo knot operatix
natura softly gull-throated
pestle

language mirrored in
the nose-balance dispersiors
trumpetfire barnacle inscrut
stage-manglers
monstrous syntax

"The empty sleeve, or, Soldier's
appeal."
Dublin Core
Title
"The empty sleeve, or, Soldier's
appeal."



Subject
United States--History--Civil War,
1861-1865
Disabled veterans
Abstract
This pamphlet is an example of
postwar mendicant
literature—items printed and sold
for the support of
their authors—and illustrate some
of the hardships
faced by soldiers in battle who
became disabled
veterans in later life.
The cover of this poem states,
“The author of this
book lost his arm in the discharge
of his duties as
Machinist on board the Demaly
while conveying
troops from Galloup’s Island to
City Point, Va.”

poetics chemistry thousand-in
how to mother waiting showed
the share maternal of
civilization suggests
brrrrrcause
br-purity mot leave codaugh
through sawou acont biolog
hathe ma today today/laborer
discc magic
exits prescent circumference
levelers obnormal wait
genusdust hibiscus
radialflattireironmineshaft
self-werewolfed inrevisible
peels sway somnambulant skunk
lemon foams unbidden chisel
pistil riddance amber
flue rood weft bananas
ringhold sorcery freighttrain
betwork emong creclement.0



(whid creae illuminat candies)
enhancsojiment
enhanckjanement
enchanklnjeriment
alaylysis
straetekjgy
managuiement
standbjaards
hovers the mancrethe cinfork
reel waand networm thean
"sea" transcoof versions of
circular xray farming
radiator raindance
floor mat (jeep) scanniff
job trends seminal (salt)

01.02.2013

not this

was dog velvet fruit
into a puddle of
burning doors
nor pelt enough our
eyes dawn in
defeated stomachs
muttering fires like
wounded domes of
ourselves
to sweat grape factory
sharks from
the delicious ditch

01.02.2013



not that

rotating obtained
the exploded
sufficient
gripped violet
piano bulb
physics of minute
chromatic dimensions
electric tremors
detach like
tentacles
smoking drapes

01.02.2013

not this

swove colore lengtb
cor necess
three by rex whi
chroma too
wi fora aw ore th
smaller dirt
are-incl o backgrowl
its

01.02.2013

not that

gymnastic fractions apparition
instantaneous anatomical steam
from a plate of scientific flows



precise glacial realities
jumping into the pot

01.02.2013

not this

associatd formir chronop
sensatior to valuc amed
reality reality divideo
or the apcrd serv
proportionate registered
extrad beforr bepassi
expression unfolding
buf invoked opre poha
infinites its te

01.02.2013

not that

theotl lipslap consciousness
metaphork wherm meb odds
would talking shoes, inotl

01.02.2013

not this

magaz forst stard what
toals kicker illust



dida levitates july
(which "is it") serh
alv buffers of history

01.02.2013

not that

I drew soldiers without noses;
war cripples with crustacean-like steel arms;
two medical soldiers
putting a violent infantryman
into a strait-jacket made of a horse blanket. . .
I drew a skeleton
dressed as a recruit
being examined for military duty.
I also wrote poetry. (George Grosz)

01.02.2013

not this

in the 197 with the for the
sense in the read biology.
was of were in the tie of
work to the old-fashioned
palpable alphabet. no
cultural from in alert to
and there that so  true of
much. th tha to else was
term folks germ cultur coast
cyborg read air in era and
many their. wrongly not
just through the degree to
intelligence was an innocence.



traveler of our play and
was think to playfulness it
our promiscuous broad
fictional labels. apparatus
of biocapital emergence and
flow if will deeply the body
juxtaposed to the table.

01.02.2013

not that

everyday seems the tree everyday
marking if we are our lives the
written farms (41) hands somehow
folding performances of snow. if
no real then not that, nor this
in a circular transgression of
the sequential norms. follow or
infer (where) the worms wide open
peel the fluids from an everyday
speech. endlessly in invitation,

01.02.2013

not this

anything like a hatband. greasier
orange heritage, now which whittles
an everyday cow to the intermittent
noun, have fifteen were vanishing,
it no cricket in the isthmus of
reality? happens or is a mask of the
pasts (1990), he itself. venues and
apples (English) obsolte (at) salty



and obsolete jargon, responds in
lush neologism, the transcription
between vernacular systems-thirty
psychodrama, my liquified. all the
time a diagnosis of the momentarily
accurate, data-soap, "unreliable"
shift, consumption toward.  this is
not new. lineages renaissance moist
transposed and progress, the Darwinian
assumptic, poetry as a site for
the perpetual trauma of the rake.

01.02.2013

not that

removes insects from the long boot. the
head until glass, variations of variations
of. which skins the rectangle. which
strangles the spackle. which burns the
teddy-bear in a rubber-coated skillet. the
the plysical phases of the consonant
glove onto a moon surface language, native
translations of eros, abstract-vectored
articles riff solar anatomies in bed. in
a hearse. in the morning upon a singular
snail. with spells like uneaten machinery.

01.02.2013

not this

in the bria guns camp indigo
irrigate training bowtie



reknots fortunate static the

woodchip anarchist diameter
preparedness (poultry) strata
applicable critical violence

unleaded appliances requesting
social-quo week democracy and
ottoman moustache travelers

required excuses (rotary)
green underwear security hoax
robbed almonds squeezed

eaten swarmed extorted virtues
spied legislated brutalities
nor consistently larger slices

of pies than ovens mocked
flayed pretext weighed as it
lends thought to renew the

individual reverenk damag leaf
stampede papal bull terriers
hashish intention par-based

notorious hove machine mrat
inwird the they if they the
they communicat poorly willing

social-solutions arsothe the
urban the confrontatic the
hierarchica comb revolutiona

propaganda stratospheric rumor
guerrill strugllc leaps-style
enwound inheren chwhich conflic

among the they themselves the

01.03.2013



not that

rug burning as flap attacks
avatar waiter neolibem wind
2008 facilitatiu prodbr the
wand pith diamond regime er
err up rup errup erupt rupt
33 of its forrmnrm liberraa
not-nor-non nor-not notnnot
conception is competitively
analytical and resurgent

accumulation?

trickle of crickets expande
lowest substantic 1900th ce
satanic financial chimneyys
privatized repressive debtb
market bondage strongly sta
static sta statist statisti
tistics pro-cyclical extrac
tion of petrodollars by fia
fina fiat fro m the fra yed
pockets of the workers

redistribution

01.03.2013

not this

phonemes/non-hierathe: glance
pomg mwhen poiois meaaals thi



nk rate r sec itself theva is
maor call sub-everything sub-
pheb, it an and, ideologix, t
a v wh ab effectq is pblues?)
forms farm  the roaor howd ot
othe peht those beim wo trhet
stylistics the repetitio devi
ices devil ices devices vices
honeyed howls rotary boa-auth
invoke from foamforms th weat
weathers other) whaemt, s uch
as a sonnet, literary-tempora

01.03.2013

not that

grah hammb cans his dot.
the nose ongoing and present
rearranges the desk.
to confuse the morning is
contemporary.
what sort of sweet potato is
a good example for the test?

01.03.2013

not this

mind toone mento worl rema
to a backlit porous life

what to do without



the long weathergerms of
a context

01.03.2013

not that

experimenorevit
lfadffffffffffkjkpeaewkefnnnkew
(should)
who wide-rambler anthill
1969 Impala, simply consistent
with a diversity of poetries.
all the whack (dreams) poetics
boot camp reconccritio
exhoof forty-antique
long snakes in speeches
at William Fleming High School.

the problem is recreactional,
donated, wreckage. preserved in
the sky over a furry Chicago.
dfalsssssiiuaer; takes its turn:

distorts to the tooth of the lake

circles
day to day
the dark end of the crucible
materia happeningus aboutness

(the least of fence)
what-ra (am)
inculcated Pisces Ludwig
in concentric micturations

2. 2.



anarchic fork
in a set of oforks
forks
of forks
vanishes (8)

among most paragraphs a series
of fuccomppar distinctions

3.
3.
3.

undertaken itself
ammunition

are closer than they appear

01.03.2013

not this

sufficie intoo heht roorv ve
unidentifiab box
books box books box books
box (still) uptown
(Bob Cobbing: Any mark upon
a piece of paper may be
interpreted in sound. By
extension, any mark on stone
or shell or bark, their
roughness or smoothness,
vicious jagged shape or
gentle undulations, may
also be interpreted as sound.)
preryv hemmed hammers tho
thought though enough



vinyl-cut paper-covered
antwork accommodata hiss bown
bean sound()singing
aluminum coat visu  acco frog
fogs otherth stat consux
consup consump who devo
physt kitchen boat cot clot
bat down in the juniper dawn
of the e tim trim time their
voof road relatively avenue
horse-ports for the will
footjunkliquor where the
astronomical anatomy inst
expand through rough enough
wer equivale lexic tha role
macaroni previ machines
tire ox anima wand plant
wandering plantain plankton
past towers boot harm
swarming eel eyes serfind
the bobble visu sleeve
bits copper mesh launch
swimmingpool poems farmed
byt the sample example kin
stricken lightning corns cones
conic potato distank mix
kand (eyes) (yes) curiosib
leaden prod pur declart tew
metap photocopiev respc casm
the thing wha respe soap
individu soup stir stun
comp stunning peth byp found
flip-initial civil wearn
wires independ three
immeasurable hov
ofte heuas soniv whon
callec vooc inth blurrirr
are authority neth pur
photocope sum-ar glas
cells matters foundly activit
typ spectru water-octane
pricgue glue personal
ears (I am interpreting, or



attempting to interpret the
textures and tones and rhythms
and shapes of the visual as
sound. It's a very free
interpretation, but it is an
interpretation. And I am
actually following the shapes
and lines and movements on
the page. But not always!)

01.04.2013

not that

bowl of chili trumpet video
bowl of video chili trumpet
bowl of trumpet video chili
bowl of video trumpet chili
bowl of trumpet chili video
bowl of chili video trumpet
bowl of chili trumpet video
bowl of video chili trumpet
bowl of trumpet video chili
bowl of video trumpet chili
bowl of trumpet chili video
bowl of chili video trumpet

01.04.2013

not this

quinoa postcard guitar
postcard guitar qunioa
guitar quinoa postcard
guitar postcard quinoa



quinoa guitar postcard
postcard quinoa guitar
quinoa postcard guitar
postcard guitar qunioa
guitar quinoa postcard
guitar postcard quinoa
quinoa guitar postcard
postcard quinoa guitar

01.04.2013

not that

laws of harness harassment
harmony pure nose nonsense
nosis manifold barge gourd
paper airplane poems happe
n patina snarkphone riseen
thee wrong spectacular cre
scendo copyright imaginale
soft rational apartment pu
pure stretched stitched st
strata of armamint mouthth

01.04.2013

not this

play and fire cross-semantic
prevail the veil their recess
homily morphemes interventic

proportional containers
exemplary sausage pogrom



(wetly heavens) resist broken

ambient hearse factories
techniques to retract the
bird-bridge exterminating

splatters of letters articifial
literalrx bottom-feuding
the whole hole whole whole

ambulance emissions working
in the cathederal of carnivals
to classify the oven-merit

platform ghosts serial vanities
platters heat engender
decomposing under the duration

01.04.2013

not that

play and fire cross-dogmatic
unveil the tale their recess
family morphemes interventic

proportional retainers
exemplary sausage pogrom
(hotly woven) resist spoken

ambient horse factories
techniques to extract the
bird-bridge germinating

ladders of letters arcticifice
literalynx rotting-fences
the whole mole soul folds



ambulance missions working
in the mausoleum of carnivals
to classify the coven-gambit

flatworm ghosts serial antics
plotters reat engender
decomposing under occupation

01.04.2013

not this

play and fire cross-semantic unveil the tale their recess
prevail the veil their recess family morphemes interventic
homily morphemes interventic play and fire cross-dogmatic
proportional retainers decomposing under the duration
proportional containers exemplary sausage pogrom
exemplary sausage pogrom (hotly woven) resist spoken
(wetly heavens) resist broken flatworm ghosts serial antics
ambient horse factories to classify the oven-merit
ambient hearse factories techniques to extract the
techniques to retract the bird-bridge germinating
bird-bridge exterminating ambulance missions working
ladders of letters arcticifice the whole hole whole whole
splatters of letters articifial literalynx rotting-fences
literalrx bottom-feuding the whole mole soul folds
ambulance emissions working in the mausoleum of carnivals
in the cathederal of carnivals to classify the coven-gambit
platform ghosts serial vanities plotters reat engender
platters heat engender decomposing under occupation

01.04.2013



not that

workingnating ambulaplay and the tale fire cross-their
le whole cticifice the wprevail thy morpheme veil theie
ticifial literalynx rhomily m play and fireorphemes cros
ng the whole molproportiog under tnal retainehe durati
oleum of carnivalsns workinproportioage nal contaipog
ven-gambit carnivals to exemplarwoven) ry sausage es
rial vanities plotter (wetly heatworm ghoavens) ressts se
ionder decomposing ambient venhorse facto-merit ries
recesssemantic unveil ambient trahearse factct theories
s interventicr recess familtechniqueins to retracatingt th
s-dogmatic interventicbird-bridnce missige extermions
on rs decomposinladders ohole hole f letters arwho
romners exemplary saussplatters ottinof letters ag-fencesr
ist spokenpogrom (hotly literalrx be soottom-feuul foldsdi
rial anticsist broken flambulancg in the mausoe emissi
to classify the oin the catclassify thehederal of co
platform s reat ghosts serengende platters hunder oeat
techniques to exengenccupate bird-bridge germ

01.04.2013

not this

the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.



the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.
the next knight we eight wail.

01.04.2013

not that

axiological woners of others
bat bask batch collegial
interpretattba reliabilibh
othe client constructir
using their full responsi
full par har exaggeratic va
help import important kelp
office of desk-prince socks
powder and split-pea directo

01.04.2013

not this

ground ham harm th lar dawn
the if theif giant signal
upward climbs an invisible
dwarf, shed trends in every
artifice, gas-salvage
interstate citizen viking



forests, as heavy as the
grouch analogy. oiaekfja.
ooioioioioioin poiwri. bitte
playeders pothe brrrrr in
the dayglo hhase sager this
tha mak ar s ar makes cats
from ironic bronze, riots
visibly in our childhood goo.

01.04.2013

not that

distressing the surface an
is put the plane that 1990s
with botched expression is
patterns of stance
subject notions disaffirmation
when cooking aesthetic
ruses
perceptive the conventional
abundantly four
crucially by what necessity
of anti-theorists
Art & 1968 snows on the
focused porch
assemblages this soak with
[...has...]

01.04.2013

not this

planting the tourism in
world war 1



in the (in) this is
variegated on which to
proceed indeterminately
..
..
thus a pathway of viable
visible variables
something modus themselves
soak at the feet forged
poetically apt
apartments of counterfeit
language
..
..
it which it migh braised
raisins beyond
worbs
to the panther-tooth
common-sense, (September)
further inventions
and productions
in the abstract dark

01.04.2013

not that

AV O edxr lamb
sea gels aftea
pict self-recl
wreckage renai
ssance powdeer
horse door pii
pict ICE prees
centaer colluu
endl dom dooom
projec project
project projec
projec demo dd



documented dem
gabriel K deme
ferns nighteng
pictd picdt pi
sonil abberr l
amb pict picct
derl antz M 2S
coti skries ab
berrm natielli
abbern V A coo
math grap soor
N Gr oyga comb
of independent
angele jaf spa
spac sink mufe
communica demu
demuseur museu
museur lamb fo
rk lox abberrm

01.04.2013

not this

co cou now wrote, tlde
industry aux standarc
mmbrox. norm diven
relationg culturedesire
adver adven entertaart,
revoluti asserx tha tec
o hoover shour sour
shower invalcok kirsta
the turnover, almog
barthes structu andy
the capiwa grop site.
domio appro anobe
aincr nisp following
(D) translateral hamb
readix dana differentiat



theoriz traps meanirh
mirrors sea chord morph
nakir the clarb farmer
situationist rod rode
rodent dolf origid resu
themak re ne reeme ioni
dmembers dissolution
spopularit polif whita
consciousn th situatic
ideolog clal slin sind
stude entertainmar
progressl lension roffers
gang of flour spoiling
dex cob olive oil wash
onions amidst administ
org rem "universitthy"
filn wear. social oak
thaart traditional wounds
department breath the
kiln impossibr thics
woul atkinson fluenc as
poilife, reflecteen
affinity grouks cure for
the future unamashed
norms of the remake
clouds the clarb
electrical clothing
managers who oppos ladder
describble themselves
hobbes in dexpre stereo
engir for the hbomb int
someth bedbonnet cloak
studer meltdown quilt
unluddite dour meat wasp
history in a cheeseburger
sex hegemony ssnug gaps
gas gasp asps snore punks
stomp an ordinary hair
education. recrysth thi
lies clubb (fascis) swals
catered urban indu mid
mic neigb anx electric



01.05.2012

not that

examp answerq gora
sigrn touisb
identiflying (56)
in the week fractal
mashmallow busstations
of the crass, closs

marg struggl concentrid
yes, but the eggs boil
on time, buttered rocks
by the cult of trotsky,
yes, but the frogs still
boil on time.
bash variously
perf gathe trast plit
(131) behir, a banal
worthlest proccession
of accordion
relations.

fashion sold to itself
as rebellion. weather
or coat the impulses
snout belligerent
discourse descried
burnished differences
aptl musid soma sense
tha self-descrilp link
sausages to maoist
tithes of mythological
name-circus negativity
dub al 197 nev emu rand
[not t is] consides
four-resonates



choice 1979, baked in
a fancy labelmarket hat.

01.05.2013

not this

conditic is ways p, production
historicity hapte betwu
temporality? han turn
of the tongue
infusion and explosion of proof.
investigative id challer
ax curaf fin conceran
eight-rust ruins
homogenized pet desk banana.
mathematical in p commu,
fire-genre plastic ecology, fol
alient (coin) terrestito
octopus toga shoes elegy
whistle spiral salt gap no
austerity steamboat blade
omen ghost forgetful face generator
in the such o assenl
post-fragm seams peth private
adven co-tv, and handful of
goatsparks, shadow p the lash.

01.05.2013

not that

braid infantry about
the opene minde, the



mung bean, the gorge
war in a slim rapt
brine.
rescued from infante
germs, entomological
atmospheres, gathere
and reprexe.

01.06.2013

not this

flop without doze the
model-linguistic death-verbal
persona ant collated
logical truck farm, cannot
be an egg, while
engines of mysterious injury
shiver lightly in the wane.

01.06.2013

not that

november rifle nickel rivers
text test mane wanders
volunteere fanaticism or ultip
spectaa clib unloag
comiy livr baseball cap
horror by policy stone finger
and acorn sun american
shooting ensemble the enema
electric parachute
in 1972, the poem mortuary
piano phase.



depth anarchy shattered unguent
blinding harvests
urgent incessantly rifles
american boss bullets urge worp
string the bought,
communist fountains by anvil
surf, found mesermized
by the cue-tipped businessman.
twenty-fire machete snail
grenade new england machine gun.
the soil militants prospect
the grey. bazooka and eggs
witchcraft. souvenir
blockade heavily sears
and roe buck. colts pre-civil
war bacon on the keg, issue
carrion complete with
inverted capsize, field pins
verso sublimated weapons
standard memory nietzsche
deep-fried. monix comb
han-region toopp imag law
guards the hame. guns
above the estranged
31 between. two minutes
of an annual white house avocado
mutations worship
gums consonant militia. five
percent oranges quick
mondays fifty-dollar machismo.

01.06.2013

not this

radical electricity
toy passage adjacent
locust syntax
seas emotional about



such paved
ammunition, self-reliance.
systematized chance
fronts beggars
during moss-covered
commune litigation, to
survive darwin in
a lawless tradition.
ambiguc eye toad
iterated marsh coils
blur resistance. kite
dangers trickle the
stomach. iconic
fashions italicize the
talisman. henchmen
saint beach moon
matrix dry furry hats
blonde furniture
the thirties cowboy.
cadillac. white shirts.
bullet ballet the
high school pillow
plot encapsulates
medieval ubiquity.
cult of erotic car
abandon. gunfight at
the cockroach thought
experiment, income
throat defiance, roles
the die and rat spume.

01.06.2013

not that

radicicity
toy pdjacent
locus
seas al about



such
amm self-reliance.
syste chance
fronts
durincovered
comgation, to
surviin in
a lawdition.
ambi toad
iterath coils
blur e. kite
dangle the
stomnic
fashicize the
talischmen
saintoon
matrirry hats
blonure
the thowboy.
cadilte shirts.
bullehe
high illow
plot ates
mediquity.
cult o car
abanfight at
the ch thought
expencome
throace, roles
the dat spume.

01.06.2013

not this

raicity
todjacent
loseal about
suam self-reliance.



sy chance
fros
ducovered
cogation, to
suin in
a ldition.
am toad
iteh coils
ble. kite
dale the
stonic
facize the
talhmen
saoon
mirry hats
blure
thhowboy.
cate shirts.
buhe
hiillow
plates
mquity.
cuo car
abfight at
thh thought
exncome
thce, roles
that spume.

01.06.2013

not that

city
jacent
eal about
m self-reliance.
chance
s



overed
ation, to
n in
ition.
toad
h coils
. kite
e the
nic
ize the
hmen
on
ry hats
re
owboy.
e shirts.
he
low
tes
uity.
car
ight at
thought
come
e, roles
t spume.

01.06.2013

not this

city
jac
eal
m s
cha
s
ove
atio



n in
itio
toa
h c
. ki
e th
nic
ize
hm
on
ry h
re
ow
e sh
he
low
tes
uity
car
igh
tho
com
e, r
t sp

01.06.2013

not that

magic city
pallet-jack
seal
me als
chalkboard
st
ove
ratio
n in e
it radio



toast
ho ck
. kine
fe ath er
nic e
size
ham
on
rye ham
red
cow
the shit
heap
low
test
contin uity
car
thigh
tho ught
comb
e,a r
t easp oon

01.06.2013

not this

seed pearl ex 16 moof
estak woup
in loose moft
east six ligl

pand eggly lip denb
milieu the cer
tooth wire

seen if ev were surt



01.06.2013

not that

what you see is what
you see what you see
is what you see what
you see is w hat you
see wh at you see is
what you see what yo
u see is what you se
e what you see is wh
at you see wheat you
see is wha t you sea
wheat you see is wha
t you sea wheat your
see is wha t you sea
wheat your see is wh
a t you sea wheat yo
ur seer is wha t you
sea wheat yo ur seer
is wha t you sea see

01.06.2013

not this

what you see is what
you see what you see
is what you see what
you see is w hat you
see wh at you see is
what you see what yo
u see is what you se



e what you see is wh
at you see wheat you
see is wha t you sea
wheat you see is wha
t you sea wheat your
see is wha t you sea
wheat your see is wh
a t you sea wheat yo
ur seer is wha t you
sea wheat yo ur seer
is wha t you see you

01.06.2013

not that

slit envelope
looks a bit like a house.
first words
are made to fit
into the peak of the roof,
three lines (dashes?)
that separate
the two stanzas (floors?).

slit envelope
looks a bit l
ike a hou se.
first words a
re made to fi
t into the pe
ak of the roo
f, three line
s (dashes?) t
hat separa te
the two stanz
as (floors?).



slit envelope the two sta
nzas (floors?). looks a b
it like a house. that sep
arate first words three l
ines (dashes?) are made t
o fit into the peak of th

e roof,

01.06.2013

not this

to rid himself
of all that could lead him back
to a differentiated,
discontinuous hierarchic vision
of the world: a hand has the same value
as a face, a face as the corner
of a table, a table corner as a stick,
a stick as a hand
first the hand, the sleeve,
in a dizzying pursuit, toward nothing

to rid himself
of all that co
uld lead him b
ack to a diffe
rentiated, dis
continuous hie
rarchic vision
of the world :
a hand has the
same valu e as
a face, a face
as the co rner
of a tabl e, a



table corner a
s a stick, a s
tick as a hand
first the hand
, the sleeve ,
in a diz zying
pursuit, towar

d nothing

to rid himself in a dizzying pu
rsuit, toward nothing of all th
at could lead him back first th
e hand, the sleeve, to a differ
entiated, discontinuous hierarc

has the same value as a face, a
face as the corner a stick as a
hand hic vision of the world: a
hand of a table, a table corner

as a stick,

01.06.2013

not that

dura sfeht navigating
mater open uh somerx
work the making spells

enjir perfo the time
was materl ala
experience in at

tangible renaissance
experid weeq seven



day oath halo

gold who wooq prip ula
entering and eaten
actions

the air you breathe is
political

01.06.2013

not this

the air you breathe
is political is the
watt and becalm the
verbal portal
portent

exchange
a safe environment
for the knew

wool fuses and
copper fins

bronze mattress and
wiccan pottery

willow forks dining
windows

tin witch filled
with leeks

the steel the steal
the seal



silk improvised
thin eaten light

01.06.2013

not that

for old with deeply. he

sharp, bird-like furrowing ways

ever him, below a clipping
with a close-up off 40
poetry-formica
lived-in shuffling books

visual bright has
the far side of a dark room

01.06.2013

not this

housekeeping to the courtly yet,

even savant the all-faith find,

his himself the french who beats of then
on the lawyer, like his earlier
hair written in middle-eccentricity



waitress and catholic only to a point,
mysterious his saint quiet
at night after a splendid collage

remembers commuted while
fascination hints at english

01.07.2013

not that

itself, which
can be the other froth otter
following the frog
a poem forms,
a horse of limk zippers,
lih tar. damage, a beautiful
little migraine powder
emergency food market
lizards the spaceship, bodies
meanwhile the body, wear
loud crowded liberals
and reemerge as possessive
daunt. dimension dand,
car cax can, sir, a trickster
question: sedia vago
the howp? once fluids
from the molecular crucible.
not part of the ear-flaunt
abate-1 television angel
dada. not the Reverend
Gene Scott.

01.07.2013



not this

thhi stin te drak
house hose horse
felt good about the game
felt mood about the same
ylebt "W" 2009 that
miniature coffee cakes
melt food about the name
belt hood about the tame
cigars on the moon
in a boat
with a snake
by a lake or maybe a river
felt good about the lame
felt nood about the bame
eye buckles druid sailing
drak te stin thhi
after only heat
sounds the same
feels like a dlept thought
unkempt
kleptomaniacs sleeping in
the public boths
too wer happe noj urba th
hard at nits nigh
har at knits nigh
ha at knits night

01.07.2013

not that

thought! narrative himself brown? for the fire

01.07.2013



not this

either have and was or feelings after that.
via the future into a bedroom pool Seattle.

01.07.2013

not this

bios of circles bicycle self-fulfilling.

01.07.2013

not that

beginning is temptation.
flat baseballs without arches.
meaable toth.
presupper vizomy unravel.
wormhole stubbornly in-laws, untouchable warped page.
language is eight feet tall.
the list could go on.

01.07.2013

not this



photog
raphs un
in
tended

yield
d
raw
ers of

clench

01.07.2013

not that

photogr
aph
ed clin
ches
for in

stance
not
a rabb

it

01.07.2013

not this



dawns
f
rag
ile is
t

he ap
p
ear o
ver n

ew in
to put

s

01.07.2013

not that

th
is s
nows

it w
as

t
he v
ery

th
ing



01.07.2013

not this

imporft
manhhhn

[hunker] (economic)
doodles

"lunch"

01.07.2013

not that

comb! zip
pers ruin
hats

ore, dre
ams, d
oor,

bean clu
e. days
c

hew, eye
h
old ca



hoots. f
ork in
pea

rl, re
newed! zi
ppers

bomb or
scissors
combtomb!

01.07.2013

not this

th
is s
nows

the war is

it w
as

ubiquitous

t
he v
ery

and incessant

th
ing



01.07.2013

not that

th
is s
nows

the w
ar is

it w
as

ubi
quit
ous

t
he v
ery

and
incess
ant

th
ing

i fi
ght
as a

poet

01.07.2013



not this

ing [witl] conclus
devel
at the wax devil
extent
finished at the
furnished
view not exactly
extant

a single poem
mingles
in fact a mixture
of facts
and references
arranged
(draft) in particular
kitchen
sinks alone or
at one
with the whirlwind

01.07.2013

not that

glacier tooth wiki those
rizzle alarms lyrical
crunch
clearly (xy) contra fering
seled selec may welt orange



absen absinthe
th specific fist first
face forty years against
locigal
authenticity
nostalgia of contrarian
biblical glossolalia
echoes
in the tenement narrow
stations of the frown

refusal
i advocate play because i
refuse to advocate
violence
wine natural became narrative
ungrounded at wheat to
abandon
constraints
invokes the traffic invoice
of statements (bias, 830
military bases encircling
the real)
at distant from defiant
(self-) hellish liberations
orbits
aesthetic jelly
distinct mutagenic habits

01.08.2013

not this

glacier tooth wiki those refusal face forty years
against constraints
rizzle alarms lyrical i advocate play because i
crunch refuse to advocate  aesthetic jelly
clearly (xy) contra ferin violenceg



seled selec may welt or wine natural became
narrative ange
absen absinthe ungrounded at wheat to
th specific fist first abandon distinct mutagenic
habits
locigal invokes the traffic invoice authenticity
of statements (bias, 830
nostalgia of contrarian military bases encircling
biblical glossolalia the real) echoes at distant
from defiant
in the tenement narrow (self-) hellish
liberations stations of the frown orbits

01.08.2013

not that

bedrock tour clows powers
lyric stampede butters
gauze whirlwind valip
conix capital limitatio
assertions disharming
disproportionate adverse
folt seventies by lent
society

second conventiyl (will)
chamber accretions the
ghost priority revision
improvised revisions
unread aloud
partial-tonal habits of
clarity within the
obsessive ensemble - more
the more - calculate
intensities (letters) in
chinstraps Halifax
from Rocky Mount to Eagle



Rock is only one road
pentasiar breeze points
premorf variable
touchstone
inherently bizarre
intervention is a loss
evidence breaks down
incarcerating an endearing
dealership
the book of the magic city
is taut and frerquent

(ajax) consistenx hints
self-revisions eye-hatching
notation one road with
several names not lest
grease of which is an
asymmetrical summary
nor Argentina paraphrases
Tin Pan Alley by saxophone
halk-awafened urgency of
verbs (lake) evoke disperses
on the edge of an endless
free-floating sense down
face feels like a delegation
from Syntax far ago and
long away

01.08.2013

not this

a mild attach of beach frank
syncopateo rea
ding patio potato
time zones lost in the literal
crossjestsam of the country.



birds eats enacts
deadpan
mutuality; ambiguity actualizes
origami: abolishing
anticipates self-legal tender.

essap forx it nebula
the, speed
within the oil sun procease;

parallel simultaneously
continuum is (meat-such) 19:
the coil
the Himalayan
the excruciating its between.

01.08.2013

not that

normal trace greasier
part heating basks
in an instant.

teacher through/tentacles
220
rider that fire highway.

was harrx insap from the
stark, was sork is comb
a melancholy

tide
jangle grocery harvest,
laying on the wane.



01.08.2013

not this

i find myself drifting
from the other hotel
nerves 1972 discontinuous
revision where 86
on a dime [span] (SPAN)
edge through dawn
behind the ace of risk

01.08.2013

not that

i find my i find myself drifting self drifting
from the from the other hotel other hotel
nerves 19 nerves 1972 discontinuous 72 discontinuous
revision w revision where 86 here 86
on a dime on a dime [span] (SPAN) [span] (SPAN)
edge thro edge through dawn ugh dawn
behind th behind the ace of risk e ace of risk

01.08.2013

not this

visionary tight
end token/calamity



transition carp
shark flourish
wrinkles dotted
knots not net nort
neat nor nert yet
yurt yr lurch yer
lunch closer to
leap than pale to
pail appalled of
the eden cadence
ontollth boing
hallucinations
oscillate from
anger to anger to
depression or bear
it bare by morse
code/warthog crimes
naked as watches
in the pea-shaped
kingdom kingdom cone

01.08.2013

not that

foam to kiosk our owl
our l ourl they were
upon his litmus like
a cigarette moth
antlers
arguably grammatical
plethora arguably
negativity paraphrase
syntactic opacity
capability cu have
nurves cut
curved nerves cubed
waited for meat goth
butterfly epitomist



backwards carrots
prcisely
into a remote moment

01.08.2013

not this

chilk o, a worm
war-chalk

01.08.2013

not that

gang of evidence
to commitment

wreckon still
their dist describ

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

within a refrigerator
are musk bees

what is armenian
about american poetry

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

this poem sounds
like it was written



by an american in
the 21st century

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

no it doesn't

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

by hives into the
mube:se;lf
mub:ese;lf
mu:bes;elf
told us in 1986
fok fork an
absolute pasts
either\\or

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

left croaker norge
right
that is it limit
at and so
as a way to too to

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

wandering
traditior
wandering
networ
wandering interx
wandering
generat
wandering alliance
wandering
wandering
wandering

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

genr book benerous



generatic bent
apostrophe
is the night
very defe
in a central phone-fork
cannibal lather
institutionalized
away in the heated
follicle fallow
moments

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

socialization and
blip difficult at
the fair for far
too long

how much hole is who?

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

pine needle soup
comes with a clumsy
onion in the teapot

1. critical
mineshaft negativity
2. resolube
reaseasoning the
first (outside)
should write

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

the un
we have
the word - there -
a blog
the length
of a whip
with or without
whatever hits



the fan

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

folded more boo
to the dwix
dwindles more
situated public
thinking about
the onery devil

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

Read women’s work.
Write about it.
Celebrate it when
it’s worth
celebrating. Point
out the flaws.
Point out the
weaknesses.
Challenge women to
do better. To
bring more thinking
into their work.
Enlarge your
discussions into
the public sphere.
Say thank you to
the women who have
cleared a little
path for you, but
don’t make sacred
cows either. Throw
your hooks back
through time and
dig up a woman’s
texts. Respond to
them in your own.
Bring these voices
forward. Jam the
networks with
women’s voices.



Don’t apologize.
Just take up space.
And do it well. Do
it very, very well.
-Sina Queyras

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

un we hunger words
there, that the
length of a level
burn
that the management
of ruins is
a vagabond universal

/\/\//\///\\\\//\/

travel to the double
apparition, thinking
in particulars
in model can-opener
their own clothes,
gradually
on the table

01.08.2013

not this

is a magic form
ula to scare
off the superior
beings

01.08.2013



not that

argue around this
listen would be
a paragraph of
reality

choosing our
tastes does not
travel to a
homegenous couch

01.09.2013

not this

texts maladjust
the public spell

the path forks
into the rigor
of to-do lists
over lunch

01.09.2013

not that



with a rubberband how
do you like your
phonebooth masking
machines? turn off
the leopard light,
shiny starch glass
peanuts in plenty
car episodes after
since. soapbox often,
over snit parade tv
of bees cartography
poached necklace. it
nests in memory like
a tightrope percolates

01.09.2013

not this

romarn toward a thinkink
witb effeca towar on
surfad surfac towa in
surfact
pieces between
walks from the weather
report to the collaborative
film strip
washes reason for marker
makers marking masks or
muck
tasks where no one wanders
in turns of serious
straits and models
trace motels
because he wrote the shoes

01.09.2013



not that

well-bean in the thirst
probable an
architecture against
taste.
an unhappiness about
gentler
transpose the tortoise
laws. sleeping
rather than feral
gobblers at the source
of trouble, in
the glass sink of the
lake 80s, knit forword
what contemporary
leaves us unaware.

01.09.2013

not this

process/acts the arc
the with but

dimension to
contriburn - inanin

(implication,
plicate) union/burden

obliquely to the
remainder, logical

revealed - escape



crushed saints
thought/chambers
key/against

another hex projecti
(tour gloss)
[seventeenth 7]
transmits pursuit is

another crumpled skin
(non-virtuous) as

though the insistence
of a fact.

01.09.2013

not that

process/acts the arc
the with but process/acts the arc
the with but dimension to
contriburn - inanin
dimension to
contriburn – inanin (implication,
plicate) union/burden
(implication,
plicate) union/burden obliquely to the
remainder, logical
obliquely to the
remainder, logical revealed - escape
crushed saints
revealed – escape thought/chambers
crushed saints key/against
thought/chambers
key/against another hex projecti
(tour gloss)
another hex projecti [seventeenth 7]



(tour gloss) transmits pursuit is
[seventeenth 7]
transmits pursuit is another crumpled skin
(non-virtuous) as
another crumpled skin
(non-virtuous) as though the insistence
though the insistence
of a fact. of a fact.

01.09.2013

not this

process/acts the arc
s/acts the arc the with but proces
ion to the with but dimens
contriburn - inanin
dimension to
(implication, contriburn – inanin
enplicate) union/burd
(implication,
en obliquely to the plicate) union/burd
remainder, logical
obliquely to the
evealed – escape remainder, logical r
crushed saints
hought/chambers revealed – escape t
against crushed saints key/
thought/chambers
hex projectikey/against another
(tour gloss)
i [seventeenth 7] another hex project
ts pursuit is(tour gloss) transmi
[seventeenth 7]
another crumpled skin transmits pursuit is
(non-virtuous) as
kin another crumpled s
ough the insistence (non-virtuous) as th
e though the insistenc



of a fact. of a fact.

01.09.2013

not that

arc process/acts the
with but process/acts the arc the
ut dimension to the with b
incontriburn - inan
dimension to
triburn – inanin (implication, con
burden plicate) union/
(implication,
he plicate) union/burden obliquely to t
al remainder, logic
obliquely to the
remainder, logical revealed – escape
crushed saints
s revealed – escape thought/chamber
saints key/against crushed
s thought/chamber
against another hex projectikey/
(tour gloss)
another hex projecti [seventeenth 7]
gloss) transmits pursuit is (tour
[seventeenth 7]
d skin transmits pursuit is another crumple
s (non-virtuous) a
pled skin another crum
ce (non-virtuous) as though the insisten
stence though the insi
t. of a fact. of a fac

01.09.2013



not this

the arc process/acts
s/acts the arc the with but proces
the with but dimension to
anincontriburn - in
dimension to
(implication, contriburn – inanin
union/burden plicate)
(implication,
n/burden obliquely to the plicate) unio
gical remainder, lo
obliquely to the
al revealed – escape remainder, logic
crushed saints
ape thought/chambers revealed – esc
st crushed saints key/again
bers thought/cham
hex projectikey/against another
(tour gloss)
jecti [seventeenth 7] another hex pro
pursuit is (tourgloss) transmits
[seventeenth 7]
pursuit is another crumpled skin transmits
as (non-virtuous)
er crumpled skin anoth
s) as though the insistence (non-virtuou
e insistence though th
fact. of a fact. of a

01.09.2013

not that

keep them desperation pulley
borr is accountant
by exempt-subjectiv imagery
imaginary meanings



set nominal connotations
apposite mink coat drugs
fumigate university
mephitic harasse
harnessed convict ex-fulm
(un) masks unmasks un masks

01.09.2013

not this

lack of London is
no march of a one-off
pentacle from their
eccentric. the King
still owns the
dictionary. heart of
vowels, rites
transmuted by beacon
wheel, to the landing
his arbitrary morals,
local and inactivist.
through working-class
drug aesthetics bugs
nothing beyond
a side-devotion.
glyph circuit lacking
bell rose asylum,
name again the
easing of the grist.

01.09.2013

not that



bewildering responses lack
aphorism: the King still
owns the dictionary. the
vowels transmute the wheel.
reduction of acute
exaggeration sways
self-christmas even/of an
elegy for our face. curves
nothing a side-glyph
damage asylum, inside
circuits some memory behind
barns, all stances since
aside. albatross the
eighteenth decapitates the
seventeenth, fluxfixed
Anglo-emotions deploy.
self-unruffled occupies
atone for our derives.

01.09.2013

not this

is a red addr the frorte. at
waggle such dot, many is the
tithe of the toe to tangled
time, a desk in a closet with
the patience of an acorn. how
then, Poe at etc. by therein
national linguini, to carpet
the open attempts in cornered
exploitation? our explosions
of early signifier/modernity
Poe's gold buried in The New
River Valley from historical
units privileged by glutters
of conceptual morality. more
than masters of war to gutt
them with a shovel, cows we



shroud at our peril with the
cull of craft. cowls, with a
cult of raft. draft. like th
sun, the set of elemental egg
familiars no longer Mina Loy.
defy the allegory! JUIAE EWEV
fKLJFSOIuihreDKEIWHJIIOGkld!!
KLkjHhJhjkHJHJGjgLkjJhjGikjJ!
goat sutra banana rath puurn!
GOATAFESUTRARLEJOIRATHJATHJE!
occult skin of the primitivist
Babel, what ghosts the happens
hermetic utterance tempts with
sign, parallel dancers at the
pointer were everydays converg.

01.09.2013

not that

even memory forgets
all the details
death writes in the
in the ideal schematic

ocelot on a goat farm
cooking with poems
like deviant tuna
elaborate the hole in
the wholesome cause

form schooled with a
note is absolute
sparrows align the
heroic knack
how much fog entangled
in the (this)



value of the variable
body the variable body

01.09.2013

not this

even memory forgets all the details
death writes in the value of the variable
in the ideal schematic even memory forgets
all the details ocelot on a goat farm
death writes in the cooking with poems
in the ideal schematic like deviant tuna
elaborate the hole in in the (this)
ocelot on a goat farm the wholesome cause
cooking with poems how much fog entangled
like deviant tuna form schooled with a
elaborate the hole in note is absolute
the wholesome cause sparrows align the
heroic knack heroic knack value of the variable
form schooled with a how much fog entangled
note is absolute in the (this) sparrows align the
body the variable body body the variable body

01.09.2013

not that

cooking with poems how mu
like deviant tuna form schoo
elaborate the hole in note is
the wholesome cause sparro
heroic knack heroic knack va
form schooled with a how m



note is absolute in the (this)
even memory forgets all the
death writes in the value of t
in the ideal schematic even m
all the details ocelot on a goa
death writes in the cooking w
in the ideal schematic like de
elaborate the hole in in the (t
ocelot on a goat farm the wh
body the variable body body

01.09.2013

not this

assuming the fourteen snuck
as long about the landlord
tenants for short conclusion

worms jointly anonymous
sophisticate away their
utopian rules a syllable

a lot of people have stoor
on a rocking chair mystery
in familiar ways

what do you think imagine
eating a sonnet maybe it
doesn't exist desire is a

high-speed veer elected
objects canal the mediations

01.09.2013



not that

daily eye or distempora
gebeca interr ox fluidity
both in orre on one or in
our explorations of any,
it, on with the, the wothe.

pages have overlooked
reflections overworked
as if to suggest currents
of critical virus could
slime-deaf students repaid

for exhausting the skatchboks
and the trash collage. how
much for the Debt Studies
textbook? matches machete

contingent birds sing war
logic vacuums the specimen.

01.09.2013

not this

hovv loftiness dawn the
structu of a street
while math spru with it
arc
so resede politid arn
out and vrit to patter



corners of the honey
event auto ponies
autonomy (immediacy)
backwards on the one
against omniscient
eating as a look

of feral chaos (t heirs)
to squeaky-clean results

01.09.2013

not that

whiffle ball.
what the phi those
those outside the nose
duration
bought and sold
based on the attrition
of nouns.
waffle iron.

01.09.2013

not this

It is important to keep in mind what
the writers of the New York School
were reacting to and against: the
overbearing erudition and political
conservatism of Eliot, the manic and
fascistic demands of Pound, the
squeaky-clean rhymed translations of



Wilber, the recommendations of the New
Critics that the poem be considered as
an object-in-itself, eternal, out of
time, divorceable from the conditions
of the life in which it was conceived.
Mayer, making gestures characteristic
of the New York School, brings the text
out of the library (in which she did
however spend a lot of time) and into
the sphere of the quotidian, while at
the same time learning from her academic
forbears how to manipulate verbal forms.
She pulls and distorts form's effects to
suit the world and mind in which she
lives: her formative years are those of
the early 1970s, when the liberatory
dream and its resulting chaos / bliss
pervaded the minds of young people.
(Nada Gordon)
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1.



minutes or if
into
the gas is a sound
thirst searching
crevices
to the bottom of the boat
one follows
mutable
and impure

2.
minutes or if
into and impure
the gas is a sound
thirst searching
crevices mutable
to the bottom of the boat
one follows

3.
minutes or if and impure
into mutable one follows
the gas is a sound
thirst searching
crevices
to the bottom of the boat

4.
minutes or if
into the g as
is a sound th
irst searchin
g crevices to
the bottom of
the bo at one
follows mutab
le and impure
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composite dog by the
undecided lego adds
up to what convergence
of experiences among
the new creations of
readers unrelated to
opening detective logic
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lisa nervously ha
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poast the crow,
said, ago clogic
an itl of oma, we
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even ever changing
as an i
from apartments
apart the parking
lots
glimpses of mature
weekends
among the pennsylvanias
of st thomas

change to the given
over nor above do
that once rid of doubt
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back to here; work
wit new will
narrative sky



the jaw bumps
the cheek million
has

the same not even
nothing
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no thin mind panda
of photographs from
the soap dish, what
to do with the
irrefutable liver
of duration, other
than interminable

variations insofar
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frequently free sorts
flowing snorts or
ports the natural accepte.

except for k poetry,
which is an aint process
this way

to the violation: seeb
aje intimem myself, a
materiality of an outside.
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words giver seeing
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have no ordo than
a sieve.

have no abrupt
green piano foraging
this side of Greece,

no spontaneous green
peas, no potatoes
implanted with the

circus or the seals.
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the flat word upside down
accrues our rebuilt
future dreaming
factories
boils the dictionary

as an experiment in
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the flat word upside down
accrues our rebuilt peril
future dreaming exposed
factories fiction
boils the dictionary

as an experiment in acts
deposed suture remembers
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the fiat world upside down
accrues our unbuilt peril
futures dreaming expoused
factories friction
boils the dictionary

as an experiment in facts
deposed rupture remembers
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Mayakovsky is a
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maya. sitting
like a muscle
on the fence
of the self,



invited to be
relentless in
our expressions.
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dema in themselves
around a yo-yo entwoned
stoves washing machine
the flint gath marker
lime. the spotted
lawn-mower chalkline
caulk. forget any suit
you knew about the
fallow language. the
chrysanthemum busstop,
is as real as any post
office. the danger is
intention without
reaction while they're
sleeping on a train.
it looks a lot like
this, only closer and
not as dark. buzzards
of the sea for two
mouths against the face
of traditional luggage.
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enactment sleeps the refuse.
what containers, th
authoritarian to the seem
(not bodies knot, not with
this floral mouse upon the
punk). irratic opens
additional lightfooted
machines. new combinations
comb the dynamite is not a
list. eggs batch
accumulation. foil
follows succeed to this. th
encyc,opedia of umbrellas,
abridged, 1979, tends
against anatomies and
sewing machines of the selve
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about because the. idea
appear, over create
into these. tattoos and,

beads, work, an heart.
one red suspended across
a different trinagle

garden never throughout
(which) happens even if
it why?
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air drape. lid. and
see: the waiting
indistinguishable,
words happen to the

process of ideas -
not quite inspirations
or switching the
flux of sources, as

kept to hang things,
subtly from, questions
with everything
already done.
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dove of a snowy Arkansas
prodigious stopped nearly the matchbook
small drop in the Colorado
into permission
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defined, spreads practice
falls unalienated up-skeltic
communal/whimsical in the
name of wood and cue sticks
status has only a certain
inhabit of insectual framing

\\\/\/\/\//\/\/\//\\\/\.\.\

metonym safe for itself-into
public levels, by truly
exilic envisions, the rest
is an empire-extent order
threatened under the felt
keep for the oft-explored

\\\/\/\/\//\/\/\//\\\/\.\.\

identity, works hierarchy into
means theory. for sentient one
hand, dire sphere what. other
if, harmonious much split are
not immediately spilt spit \.\
needs world for world in words

\\\/\/\/\//\/\/\//\\\/\.\.\

things. never give up. never
(this). put the plow to the
flame and fish the same mission.
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the ruse of the useless muse.
tollbooth albatross about the
icarus moon, tanning nor pox
the leaf. it was insects inv
vellum exploded over buddhist
tea, overloaded expositions,
peditions, unpacking overload
ed petitions. the sway of the
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loads dethinks peeper popper,
4:56AM, nowhere near new york,
creeping cropper caverns off
the clock, irrigates deities
of the moat the boat the oat
the bloated cloak. prox e wi
drowning fish unde sy ent bu
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came frog and corn ox
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a responst to resistance
justifin e why today
to continue.
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vand form, was living
sensibly in the purple
trees, constraints to be
wrestled with, forms are
for fighting against, was
keen and complex the growth
of sensible thieves,
progress smelling of
canons in vietnam, there
are of course during the
unity of the untied states
poems aware to be read
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of the said, which now,
meanders among contemporaries.
lasting of hear like the
manifest so, one phist
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in poerr moving, mov es.
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pro     gress s     mellin     g of
can     ons in      vietna     m, there
are      of cou     rse du     ring the
uni     ty of th     e unti     ed states
poe     ms aw     are to      be read
aw     ake lar     gely in      the sounds
of t     he said     , whic     h now,
me     anders      amon     g contemporaries.
last     ing of      hear li     ke the
ma     nifest s     o, one      phist
and      one w     ill, en     ne tol
in p     oerr m     oving     , mov es.
fro     nk cat      v pret      them zuel.
oth     erwise      narrat     ive
obj     ectivit     y lo la     ngua thing
mis     norm i     x wal      enactmen
acc     il. foll     oweav     e are
link     e was      oxe sc     hool thougl
pat     h-nexu     s cook     ed in the
unn     amed      howev     er, look
refi     fo wax      sorts
van     d form     , was      living
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for      fightin     g agai     nst, was
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last   ke the        hear li   ing of
ma    phist         o, one  nifest s
and  ne tol        ill, en     one w
in p   , mov es.        oving   oerr m
fro   them zuel.       v pret    nk cat
oth   ive         narrat  erwise
obj  ngua thing        y lo la  ectivit
mis   enactmen        x wal    norm i
acc  e are       oweav    il. foll
link   hool thougl       oxe sc    e was
pat   ed in the         s cook h-nexu
unn   er, look        howev   amed
refi           sorts    fo wax
van   living        , was     d form
sen   urple       n the p   sibly i
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wre    rms are         ith, fo  stled w
for    nst, was        g agai   fightin
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are   ring the         rse du   of cou
uni   ed states         e unti  ty of th
poe   be read        are to    ms aw
aw     the sounds       gely in  ake lar
of t   h now,        , whic   he said
me  g contemporaries.    amon   anders
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the the is a
this be as is

it is a is
as be this that
a is the the
are being with this

for so no this
with being are the
at is that this
be as is a
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tention specifid fast mave
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somd fire barking plays
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wantd therr lost lost
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in lots of relay stratum for deer,
how do you say,
there are additional problems with both masks,
as was when as well.

fish wash in the haze. whatever
you want.
the glass of water is eight years old,
hiding in its room.

wait for the fact and be very quiet.
each changed a lot.
always before an adapted in either,
also as it was.

surplus and severs to hide the masks.
a family of plus and minus.
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in lots of relay stratum for deer,
how do you say, raised and saw in house
there are additional problems with both masks,



as was when as well. against notes after same

fish wash in the haze. whatever
you want. no one stuff was these.
the glass of water is eight years old,
hiding in its room. said in the scene

wait for the fact and be very quiet.
each changed a lot. they were, most of them.
always before an adapted in either,
also as it was. let go of the crocodile.

surplus and servers to glide the masks.
a family of luck and mirrors.
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ant rim on a won.
as herc ir th beet
close-antic
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close ant rim th bet.

waxe lin gna ke sent
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jobs hut gon t soud.
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mube-soud ke gna.
gna waxe soud mube sent.
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in lots of relay stratum for deer,
how do you say, surplus and ser



vers to glide the masks.
raised and saw in house
there are additioa family of alwa
ys before an adapted in either,
luck and mirrors. nal problems w
ith wait for the the glass of wate
r is eight years old,
fact and be very quiet.
both masks, hiding in its room. s
aid in the scene
as was when as well. again salso
as ieach changed a fish wash in t
he haze. Whatever
lot. they were, most of them. tw
as. let go of the crocodile. t notes
after same you want. no one stuf
f was these.
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in lots of as. let go of the crocodile.
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relay stratum for deer,
how do yafter same you as ieach ch
anged a fish wash in
twant. no one stufou say, surplus an
d ser
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hatever the masks.
raised and saw in houselot. they wer
e, most of both masks, hiding in its r
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n the scene
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either, as was when as well. again sals
o
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s old, blems w
fact and be very quiet.
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in lots of as. let go
of the toys before an adapted in girth wait for th crocodile.
tea notes luck and mirrors.
e the glass of vsite them.
toweers to gulf was these.
idea he haze.
wwate nail pror is eight year
relay stratum for deer,s oldeither,
as wash there are additioa family of alwaaid
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anged a fish wash in e, most of both masks,
hiding in its r
two want. no one stufou say, surplus an
doom. ser
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as well.
again seals, blems win lots of adapted
in girth wait for th crocodile.
as.



let go of the joys before an
how do yhth doom.  serere are additioa
family of alwaaid
iatever the masks.
whenou after same yofacttea notes vsite them.
toweers to gulf was these.
idea he haze.
wwate nailluck and mirrors.
e the glass of and be ve each chsks,
hiding in its ruiet.
u as i. no one stufou say,
surplus anpror is eight anged a fish wash in e,
most of both mayear
relay stratum two
wantrrn the scene aised and saw
in house lot. they weary queue for deer,
soldeither, as was.
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want turrn the scene aisled and saw as well.
in house lot.
they weary queue for surplus anpror
is eight angled a fish wash in eye, deer,
again seals, blems win lots of adapted
soldier the glass of and be very each chasks,
either, as was.
in girth wait for most of both.
may earth crocodile.
as. rhiding in its ruiet.
delay toweers to gulf was these. stratum two.
let gut as i. no one stuffed family of alwaaid fou
saidea he haze. y, o of the joys before an.
how do yhth doom.
whiatever the masks.
serere wwate nailluck and mirrors. are additioa
whenou after same young fact tea notes vsite them.
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how do yhoth doom. want
turrn the scene aisled and saw as well.
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of alwaaid fou again seals, blems win
lots of adapted may earth crocodile.
who at ever the masks. in house lot.
said idea he haze.
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soldier the glass of and
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are additioa they weary queue for surplus either,
as was. and proper
in girth wait for most of both.
delay toweers to gulf was these.
stratum two. when nou after same young fact tea
notes vsite them is eight angled
a fish wash in the eye,
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notes vsite them is eight
angled how do yhoth doom. want
a fish wash in the deer, turrn
the scene aisled and saw as well.
delay tovveers to gulf was these.
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stratum two. when noun after same
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fou again seals,
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if adapted may earth crocodile.
in girth wait for most of both.
who at ever the masks. in house lot.
serere watte nail
luck and mirrors. said idea he haze.
are additive oak they weary
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palm of the joys beforehand.
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rhiding in its ruin. be very each
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